Continue
to Grow
Strategically
Join our community of
successful business owners
Running a small business, you face many complex issues every day. Your resources are stretched, time is limited,
competition is fierce and new challenges persist. But during all of this, how do you efficiently and strategically grow your
business?
As a business owner, it’s important to invest the time in regularly stepping outside of your company to reflect and gain
perspective.
The Executive Connection (TEC) is a dedicated community for like-minded entrepreneurs. Providing you with an opportunity
to step back and rise above the day-to-day. Discuss strategic issues with other successful leaders and start to focus on what’s
most critical in the business.
TEC’s proven peer advisory process supports business founders to efficiently grow their organisations and create a
purposeful roadmap to fulfil their vision.

“

Grow Business. Companies who joined TEC over the past
five years have outperformed their competition and grown
their business significantly.

‘At the moment, one of the main
challenges of my business is the
strategic vision of the future.
However, I believe TEC is the
program that will help us get
there’.

Solve Problems. With TEC’s proven leadership development
programs, CEOs approach complex issues and uncertainty
with more confidence.

Stefano Calautti, Managing
Director of Calcono

Lifelong Learning. The race for excellence has no finish

line. Our exclusive learning platform, and best practice toolkits
keeps CEOs at the forefront of their industry.

Our proven program of peer advisory groups, executive coaching, and fast-paced learning provides lasting
impact. A membership to The Executive Connection gives you access to join a trusted circle of leaders who
will help you succeed.

- Executive Peer Advisory

- One-to-One Coaching

- World Class Resources

12-half day meetings a year
• Confidential peer advisory board
• CEOs from non-competing industries
• Led by highly trained Chairs

12 sessions per year, up to
1 hour each
• Personalised mentoring
• Navigate real challenges
• Discover new opportunities

•
•

Better Leaders. Better Future.

		

•

Fast-paced life long learning
High calibre leader to leader
network
Industry thought leaders
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